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Ford Shop Manual Series 2000
3000&4000 < 1975 (I & T Shopservice)

From the front axle to the rear axle, Primedia I&T Shop Service Manuals have been the authoritative
source for tractor repair and maintenance information since 1948. They include detailed
specifications and comprehensive service and repair instructions for most makes and models of
farm tractors - even models 60 years old. Covers series 2000 (3-Cyl.), 3000 (3-Cyl.), 4000 (3-Cyl.)
Covers Models Prior To 1975. 148 pages, softcover.
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Ford Shop Manual Series 2000 3000&4000 < 1975 (I & T Shopservice) If you have this trakter and
need a reference book then this would be it, it has plenty of illustrations and information regarding
its repair.

Purchased a Ford 3000 that did not come with manuals. A quick search of the internet provided me
with this manual. Have only flipped through it so far, but I can see how it will be a huge help when
the time comes to dig into a problem. ( I hope I never need to use it.) It has a lot of pictures, great
plus for novices like me. I would recommend the manual to anyone looking for a good shop manual
for this series of Ford tractor.

If you need a shop manual, you couldn't ask for more. Hopefully I'll never need the in-depth
guidelines, but if I do, I have all I need.

I ordered this so I could maintain my Ford 3000 diesel tractor and I couldn't have found a better
manual. It has all the information that I need, plus much more information that I hope I never need.
The price was great and it was shipped to my door in only two days using Prime. I highly
recommend this manual.

Although this manual assumes fairly experienced knowledge of the tractor in question, it is very
useful in providing diagrams and specific guidance for maintenance on same. Somewhat
'un-coordinated' in relationship to 'integrated' components but for an experienced mechanic is a
good technical guide. Could be more intensive in 'specifics' of what has ato be 'removed' to even
access the components being service, as well as connecting verbage with illustrations.

My husband loved this manual! He had been looking for help with his ford tractor and then we tried
and is how we found This Ford Shop Manual.Thank you for a great product.Bobbie Waldron

It is not as comprehensive as some of the other IT shop manuals for tractors, but still a required
reference if are are repairing your own tractor. It is missing some basic information

This is a quallity shop manual, not a cheap loose leaf reprint. Covers everything required for working
on your tractor. The owners manual will be my next purchase from the same seller.
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